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Abstract
A study of precipitation at the tungsten grain boundaries in the
tungsten-nickel-iron ternary alloy system has been undertaken.

Scanning

and transmission electron microscopy techniques have been used to study
the effect of various post-sintering heat treatments on the precipitation
reaction.

Grain boundary precipitates with a crystal structure and

lattice parameter the same as the matrix binder phase {f.c.c., a0

=

0.360nm) have been shown to form at the tungsten grain boundaries during
heat treatment in the 800 -1300° C temperature range.
the formation of these

precipita~es

is proposed.

A mechanism for
It has also been

found that the tungsten grain boundary precipitates consistently behave
in a ductile manner upon tungsten-tungsten interfacial failure.
may give an opportunity for an

improvemen~

This

in ductility of the inherently

brittle tungsten grain boundaries in these alloys.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tungsten-nickel-iron alloys are manufactured using the standard
powder

metallur~ical

technique of hydrostatically cold pressing elemental

powders followed by liquid phase sintering. During the sintering process
the liquid phase of nickel and iron dissolves only some of the tungsten,
while very effectively wetting the remaining solid tungsten.

..

These

solid tungsten particles then grow primarily by a process of dissolution
and reprecipitationl although coalescence2 also contributes to grain
growth.

Upon

cooling

the

resulting microstructure consists of a

semicontiguous network of spheroidal grains of tungsten (often 20-40
llm in diameter) surrounded by a face-centered cubic matrix of nickel,
iron and tungsten {Fig. 1).

For a 90%W-5%Ni-5%Fe alloy, the matrix

composition is typically 40%Ni-40%Fe-20%W.
Although in terms of mechanical properties the tungsten grains3
and matrix phase have a marked effect, the strength of the various
interfaces is also known to be important.

There are three basic types

of interfaces present in the heavy alloy viz., matrix grain boundaries,
tungsten-matrix interphase boundaries and tungsten grain boundaries.
Because of the typically large matrix grain size ( > 100 JJm), matrix
grain boundaries are infrequently observed and hence are not expected
to affect greatly the mechanical properties or the failure mechanism
of the heavy alloy.

Additionally, the matrix phase has consistently

been found to fail in a ductile manner4 thus lending additional supportto the belief that the role of the matrix grain boundaries during alloy
deformation and failure is generally negligible.

""
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The tungsten-matrix interphase boundary behavior and microstructure
is significantly more complex.

In heavy alloys containing suitable

amounts of carbon (i.e., ,t 0.01 wt% C), eta-carbide precipitation at
this interface can occur during cooling from the sintering temperature5,6
or upon post-si ntering heat treatment. 6 '7

It is well-known that the

presence of a third phase at this interface severely embrittles the
alloy.S
alloys

Additionally, Auger electron spectroscopy performed on certain
showing

significant tungsten-matrix

interfacial

failure

has

shown significant impurity segregation of phosphorous and sulfur to
these boundaries9,10.
embrittlement.

This phenomenon is also associated with alloy

Recently, the suggestion that hydrogen segregates to

and embri ttl es the tungsten-matrix interphase boundaries has a1so been
put forward.11,12

The microstructure of this interface is an important

parameter in determining the mechanical

behavior of tungsten heavy

a11 oys.
Somewhat surprisingly, the tungsten grain boundaries have received
relatively little attention, even though tungsten intergranular failure
often comprises over 50% of the fracture area.
precipitation

at

the

tungsten

grain

Whi 1st evidence for
boundaries

certainly

exists, 10, 13, 14,15 little work has been done to determine the nature
and morphology of precipitation and the conditions under which the
reaction occurs.

It is with this aim, along with the possibility of

eventually improving the cohesion of the tungsten grain boundaries,
that this investigation was undertaken.
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2.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The presence of a second phase at the tungsten grain boundaries

was initially observed during examination of a commercially produced
95%W-3.5%Ni-1.5%Fe alloy.

Accordingly, a survey of readily available

commercially supplied W-Ni-Fe heavy alloys was undertaken.

These alloys

are listed in Table I along with their processing histories.
be

noted

condition

that

whereas

post-sintering
manufacture

certain

an

heat

alloys

others

were

were

treatment.

experimental

supplied

in

typically

For
alloy

this

given

reason

under

11

the
a

it was

controlled,

It should

as-sintered 11
proprietary
decided

to

laboratory

conditions.
Fine powders of comercially pure elemental tungsten, nickel and
iron were weighed and then mixed together in a ball grinder for 16
hours.

The blended powder was then isostatically pressed at a pressure

of 275 MNm-2 to produce a green compact.

The bi 11 et was heated to

900°C under flowing dry hydrogen and held for 1 hour.
was subsequently increased to the 1 iquid
of 1450 ° C.

phas~

The temperature

sintering temperature

After 1 hour the power to the furnace was switched off;

thereby allowing the bar to cool slowly from the sintering temperature.
In order to evaluate the feasibility of a combined heat treatment,
some material was slowly cooled from the sintering temperature to an
intermediate temperature and then held for a period of time prior to
cooling slowly to room temperature.
Scanning electron microscopy was performed on fracture surfaces
of the various heavy alloys created by breaking notched specimens with
a sharp blow.

Thin foils

for transmission electron microscopy were
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produced by an electropolishing technique described in detail elsewhere.7
The standard techniques of image formation, electron diffraction and
energy

dispersive

x-ray

spectrometry

were

used

to

determine

the

95%W-3.5%Ni-1.5%Fe

and

morphology, structure and composition of the precipitate .

...

.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1

COMMERCIAL ALLOYS
Fractographic

examination

of

both

the

90%W-5%Ni -5%Fe a 11 oys revea 1ed the presence of a second phase at some
of the tungsten-tungsten interfaces that had failed in an intergranular
manner (Fig.

2).

In contrast, the 90%W-7%Ni -3%Fe and 96%W-2%Ni -2%Fe

alloys showed only smooth, featureless regions of tungsten intergranular
failure indicating that precipitation has not occurred at this boundary
(Fig. 3).

The difference in processing histories between the two sets

of alloys is that the former have been given a commercial .post-sintering
heat treatment whereas the latter have not.
of

precipitates

on

the

tungsten

grain

Therefore, the formation

boundaries

associated with post-sintering heat treatment.
laboratory
a 11 oys

treatment

of

the

to

be

This was verified by

90%W-7%Ni-3%Fe

and

96%W-2%Ni-2%Fe

at 900° C and also at 1050° C for 1 hour fall owed by water

quenching.
·"

heat

appeared

Both of these heat treatments did indeed induce observable

precipitation at the tungsten grain boundaries (Fig. 4), although it
must

be

strongly emphasized

that regions

showing precipitation were

inhomogeneously located throughout the microstructure.
Several

important

observations

concerning

reaction were made by fractographic study.
morphology was

found

to

the

details

of

this

For example, the precipitate

vary considerably,

not

only from

interface
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to interface on a given sample, but even on a single grain boundary
surface

(e.g.,

Fig.

2).

The precipitate geometries observed ranged

from fine and coarse needles to nodular particles (Fig. 5).
precipitates often
existence

of

a

showed a tendency for
specific

habit

alignment,

direction

and

a

Needle-like

suggesting the
crystallographic

orientation relationship between the precipitate and one or both of
the adjacent tungsten grains.

Quite often the precipitates were seen

to be greater in number but smaller in size when located nearer to
the

perimeter of the

tungsten

grain

boundary (Figs.

2 and

S(c)).

Additionally, there was evidence for the existence of a precipitate-free
zone (PFZ) on those tungsten grain boundaries that showed precipitation.
Note that the term PFZ is not used in the conventional sense.

It refers

to the perimeter region of a tungsten grain boundary. Only in isolated
and rare cases, was a precipitate observed to be contiguous with the
matrix region of the heavy alloy.
As

the

precipitates observed

in

this

fractographic

study have

been involved in the failure process, it is interesting to note their
behavior.
during
However,

For the most part, the precipitates deformed to some extent

alloy

failure,

the

adhesion

appeared to vary.

thus

indicating

between

the

their

precipitate

intrinsic
and

ductility.

tungsten

grains

Sometimes a precipitate became detached during failure

leaving only depressions on the tungsten grain boundary surface (Fig.
S(c)).

These

precipitates

presumably adhered

to

the

corresponding

tungsten grain on the fracture surface not shown in this particular
case.

Nevertheless, the majority of tungsten grain boundary surfaces

displaying a topography indicative of precipitation did show a certain
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amount of actual precipitate material present.

This implies that in

most cases the fracture path proceeds through the interior of the ductile
precipitates when present.
Transmission electron microscopy was used to ascertain the crystal
•

structure and approximate composition of the interfacial precipitate
phase.

Figure 6 shows typical TEM bright and dark field precipitate

... .

images that were obtained at 100 KeV.

At this accelerating voltage

it was not possible to obtain complete, indexable selected area electron
diffraction patterns from the precipitate phase.

However, all single

diffraction spots from many different precipitates in the various alloys
were found to be consistent with the precipitate having a face-centered
cubic structure with

lattice parameter,

a0

=

0.360 nm,

which

is

essentially identical to that of the matrix phase. More complete selected
area electron diffraction patterns were obtained at higher accelerating
voltage (1 MeV) that confirmed this result.

Comparative thin film

EDS spectra are displayed in Figure 7. As can be seen the precipitate
contains significant amounts of nickel, iron and tungsten roughly similar
to the matrix phase.

Clearly, these results show that the interfacial

precipitate phase is the same as the matrix phase, although the precise
compositions may differ.
Electron microdiffraction was used in an attempt to determine
the
...

crystallographic

orientation

relationship

between

precipitate and the adjacent b.c.c. tungsten grains.
experimental

circumstances

statistically

significant

prevented
number

of

extensive
precipitates.

the

f.c.c.

Unfortunately,

analyses

of

a

Nevertheless,

preliminary results have shown that no rational orientation relationship
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exists between the interfacial precipitate phase and either adjacent
tungsten grain.
oriented

In one case it was found that the precipitate was

between _the well-known Nishiyama-Wassermannl6,17

Kurdjumov-Sachsl8

(K~S)

b.c.c./f.c.c.

orientation

(N-W)

and

relationships with

adjacent tungsten grains.

This is shown in Figure 8 alongside

the microdiffraction evidence.

One grain is oriented three degrees

both

from K-S (towards N-W) with the precipitate whereas the other is oriented
three degrees from N-W (towards K-S).
relationships

differ by a

5.26°

As the N-W and K-S orientation

rotation

about

the

normal

to

the

(parallel) close-packed planes9 it is clear that the precipitate has
an identical orientation relationship with each adjacent tungsten grain
within an experimental error of approximately one degree.

It should

r

a 1so be noted that a set of close-packed planes in each of the three
crystals are mutually parallel.

In another case the precipitate was

not found to be oriented near (i.e. within 10°) a rational orientation
relationship with one of the adjacent tungsten grains.

Nevertheless,

the precipitate and the other adjacent tungsten . grain were oriented
within

the

10.8°

"orientation

region"

consistent

with

the

Bain

correspondencel9 as determined by Ryder and Pitsch20.
3.2

EXPERIMENTAL AlLOY
A batch of tungsten

conditions

having

nominal

heavy alloy was
composition

produced under laboratory

90%W-5%Ni-5%Fe.

Examination

of the fracture surface o'f this alloy after sintering failed to reveal
the presence of tungsten-tungsten interfacial

precipitation; however,

a few tungsten grain surfaces did contain regions of entrapped matrix,
which is distinct from precipitation (Fig.

9}.

This feature is not

~.
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uncommon and may be expected to occur occasionally as a result of
irregular tungsten grain growth and impingment during. liquid phase
sintering.
Isochronal heat treatments (t

=1

hour) in the temperature range

700 -1300°C were conducted on this alloy.
...

700

o

C the

tungsten

grain

boundary

After heat treatment at

surfaces

indicating the absence of precipitation.

appeared

featureless

At 800° C extremely fine,

elongated depressions on the failed interfaces were observed (Fig.
10).

These depressions were always seen near to the perimeter of

the grain boundary surface although they were not observed to be
contiguous with the matrix region.

Fine rod-like precipitates were

the most conunon feature of the sample heat treated at 900° C.

Again,

this morphology was observed near the perimeter of the grain boundary
surface.

at

Annealing

morphologies;

coarser

1050 ° C produced

precipitates

morphologies were observed.

and

very

both

mixed

rod-like

precipitate
and

nodular

A further increase in temperature to 1300°

C resulted in very little observable precipitation although some nodular
and short rod-like precipitates were infrequently detected:

As in

the case of the commercial alloys, the extent of the reaction was quite
limited and sporadic.
A series of isothermal
C for

times

heat treatments were conducted at lOSif

ranging from 40 minutes to

24. hours.

As expected,

examination of the sample aged for 40 minutes revealed precipitation
predominantly in the shape of fine elongated rods; however, some areas
did exhibit small

nodular precipitates.

At longer aging times, up

to 24 hours, precipitation was found to be much coarser with a nodular
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morphology predominating.

In addition to the precipitates being larger,

it appeared that many more depressions on the failed tungsten interfaces
were observed suggesting that the precipitate-tungsten boundary adhesion
had decreased with prolonged aging.

A sample was heat treated for

100 hours at 800 °C to compare with the precipitation observed after
1 hour at 800°C (Fig. lO(a)).

Precipitation was observed on considerably

more boundaries and was found to be significantly coarser although
still

rod-like in nature (Fig.

lO(b)).

Generally, the precipitate

dimensions increased predominantly in the plane of the boundary during
growth, although some thickening did occur normal to the boundary.
The normal cooling process from the sintering temperature was
altered for some samples to examine the effect this might have on
tungsten grain boundary precipitation.

The slow cooling was interrupted

by holding specimens at 800°C and 1050°C, respectively, for times ranging
from 1 hour to 100 hours before subsequently cooling to room temperature.
Examination of the fracture surfaces did not show any evidence for
tungsten grain boundary precipitation.

These same samples were then

given an additional 1 hour at 1050°C which, interestingly, did produce
precipitation in the normal manner.

It appears that cooling to a lower

temperature is essential if subsequent aging is to produce the observed
precipitation reaction.
4.

..

DISCUSSION
The grain boundary precipitates have been shown to be face-centered

cubic with lattice parameter a0 = 0.360 nm and contain nickel, iron
and tungsten as their principal elemental constituents.

This is directly

comparable

(

with

the

f.c.c.

matrix

binder

phase

y

-phase).

A

post-sintering heat treatment in the 800-1300°C temperature range after
first cooling to a lower temperature is essential for the observation
of this reaction at the tungsten grain boundaries.
The observed precipitate morphology offers certain clues as to
the mechanism of the reaction.

For example, the precipitate-free zone

around the perimeter of a tungsten grain boundary appears to suggest

...
that the driving force for the reaction is the supersaturation of nickel
and iron in the tungsten grains at the aging temperature.

It would

be expected that the tungsten phase would contain some quantity of
nickel and iron when the nature of tungsten grain growth during 1 iquid
phase sintering at 1450° C is considered.

This is substantiated by

electron microprobe data

that clearly shows the tungsten grains to

contain 0.1 at % nickel

and 1.1 at % iron after fabrication21.

Of

course, y-phase precipitates are not observed at the tungsten-matrix
interphase

boundaries

because

the

matrix

is
11

Interestingly, however, there is evidence of a
phase adjacent to the tungsten grains.22

This

11

the

same

phase.

ZOne 11 in the matrix

Zone 11 appears brighter

than the rest of the matrix when viewed in the TEM and one possible
interpretation is that it represents a tungsten-poor (or, nickel- and
iron-rich)

region produced during heat treatment.

Another possible source for nickel and iron is the matrix region.
For nickel and iron to diffuse up the tungsten grain boundaries and
,..,

subsequently
driving force.

precipitate

require

an

appropriate

thermodynamic

It appears unlikely that this would afford a substantial

reduction of chemical
fact,

would

free energy or a reduction

in

strain energy. In

the strain energy would most certainly increase.

This leaves
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only the lowering of the total interfacial free energy as a possible
driving force consistent with this mechanism.

However, the observed

PFZ would be an unlikely result of the replacement of a tungsten grain
boundary with two W-Yinterphase boundaries.
of discrete
a

balance

Additionally, the presence

precipitates on the grain boundaries automatically implies
of

the

respective

interfacial

energies.23

Consequently,

the available evidence supports the contention that nickel and iron
precipitate from the supersaturated tungsten grains in the 800-13000
C temperature range to form the nickel, iron and tungsten-containing
y-pkase precipitates at the tungsten grain boundaries.
The inhomogeneous nature of this reaction can be interpreted as
being due to small chemical fluctuations in the amounts of nickel and
iron from one tungsten grain to another.

Both the equilibrium nickel

and iron solubilities in tungsten are thought not to vary profoundly
with temperature between the 1 iquid phase sintering temperature ( 14500
C) and the lowest aging temperature at which grain boundary precipitation
is observed (800°C).24

As a result small differences in the nickel

and iron concentrations in the tungsten grains would be expected to
alter drastically their respective levels of supersaturation.

It is

plausible that precipitation could be suppressed locally by a small
reduction in nickel
grain.

and iron concentration in a particular tungsten

Another possibility is that certain impinging tungsten grains

are crystallographically oriented in such a way as to allow a precipitate
embryo

to

establish

a

low

energy

configuration

consisting

of

simultaneously optimizing the orientation relationships and habit planes
(or directions) with both adjacent grains.

Precipitation would then

-13-

be preferred at such boundaries because of the reduction in the critical
free energy for nucleation.

Preliminary electron diffraction evidence

indicated that this tendency might exist for tungsten. grain boundaries
in which a set of {110} planes in each crystal are parallel. However,
further experimenta 1 research would be necessary to decide which of
the above mechanisms correctly describes the sporadic nature of this
....

precipitation reaction.
It

remains

to

be

shown

systematically and

quantitatively just

how much this precipitate morphology will affect mechanical properties.
However, the ductile precipitates should, if they adhere to both tungsten
grains, improve the cohesion of the inherently brittle tungsten grain
boundaries.

This is partially borne out by the works of Brandon et

al.l3 and Gero and ChaiatlS which claim that an. increase in ductility
is

confe~red

by precipitation at the tungsten grain boundaries.

y-phase precipitates would certainly reduce the total

These

tungsten grain

boundary area which, as Muddle and Edmonds9 suggest, may in itself
increase the impact resistance of the heavy alloy.
5.

CONCLUSIONS
Precipitation

of a

nickel,

iron

and

tungsten containing

phase

at the tungsten grain boundaries has been observed in a number of W-Ni-Fe
alloys when aged in the 800-1300°C temperature range.

This phase is

the same as that of the matrix binder phase - both are f.c.c.
lattice parameter, a 0 = 0.360nm.
occurs

by precipitation of nickel

tungsten grains.

with

It is believed that this reaction
and iron from the supersaturated

The precipitates generally behaved in a ductile manner

during tungsten intergranular failure and are believed to improve the

-a<+-

cohesion at these boundaries.

Although the extent of precipitation

is limited and sporadic, it is thought that this reaction can be
exploited to enhance the mechanical properties of tungsten-nickel-iron
heavy alloys.
6.
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TABLE 1
COMPOSITION AND HISTORY OF COMMERCIAL ALLOYS
NOMINAL COMPOSITION

PROCESSING HISTORY

95W- 3.5Ni - 1.5Fe

SINTEREO + POST-SINTER
HEAT TREATMENT

90W - 5Ni - 5Fe

SINTERED + POST-SINTER
HEAT TREATMENT

90l4 - 7Ni - 3Fe

SINTERED

96W - 2Ni - 2Fe

SINTERED
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8.

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.J Optical

micrograph

of sintered and

heat treated 90W-5Ni-5Fe

alloy.
Fig. 2 Scanning electron micrograph of fracture surface of commercial
95W-3.5Ni-1.5Fe alloy in sintered and heat treated condition.
Fig.3 SEM micrograph of fracture surface of commercial 96W-2Ni-2Fe
in the as-sintered condition.
Fig.4 Same alloy as Figure 3 after a post-sintering heat treatment
for 1 hour at 1OSCf C.
Fig.S Various precipitate morphologies observed; {a) elongated rods,
{b) nodular, {c) depressions on grain surface containing some
precipitate material.
Fig.6

TEr~

micrographs of a grain boundary precipitate in a

commerci~l

95W-3.5Ni-1.5Fe alloy; {a) bright field, {b) dark field using
an f.c.c.

reflection,

{c) selected area electron diffraction

pattern.
Fig.7 Energy dispersive x-ray spectra from; {a) tungsten grain, {b)
matrix binder phase, {c) tungsten grain boundary precipitate.
Fig.8.Electron

microdi~fraction

relationships

between a grain

tungsten grains.
and

patterns

showing

the

boundary precipitate and

both

They are different variants but equivalent

expressed relativ~ to rational f.c.c. indices.
Precipitate(a}
W(b)
......;W;.:.J(o..;:;c.~..)_ __
[Tal]
I I [. S9, T, 1] I I [. ~, . 04, 1]
[111]
II [011]
II [110]
[T2T]
II [~, 1, T] II [T, 1, .0'7]
ar~

orientation
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Fig. 9

SEr~

micrograph of fracture surface of experimental 90W-5Ni-5Fe

alloy in the as-sintered condition showing a region of entrapped
matrix.
Fig.lO SEM micrographs of fracture surface of experimental alloy after;
(a} 1 hour at 800°C showing extremely fine, elongated depressions,
(b) 100 hours at 800°C showing much coarser precipitates.
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2
XBR 85 5-4067

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
XBB 855- 4069
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Fig. 5
XBB 855-4070
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Fig. 6

XBR 855-4n71
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Fig. 8

XBB 85 5- 4073
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Fig. 9
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